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As Internet Use Gro\NS , Digital Divide Remains 
Lack of Skills, Resources to Blame 

By Mark Wilkinson 
Reuters 

WAS HINGTON (Oct. 11) - The gap between those in the United States who participate in the growing online society and the 
mostly poor and elderly who do not is entrenched and unlikely to disappear soon, a report said Wednesday . 

A Consumer Federation of America (CFA) study said the gap between the Internet-connected and the disconnected in 
America was lea"1ng millions lagging in key areas such as economic and civic activities as more services migrated to the net. 

Of 1, 900 people polled, 4 7 percent did not ha\€ In ernet access at home, and that half of these so-called "disconnected" 
respondents did not own a computer. 

Almost two-thirds of the disconnected populat ion were concerned that technological progress could widen the gap between 
rich and poor and that the information re\.Olution could lea1ie some people behind. 

The report titled "Disconnected, Disadvantaged and Disenfranchised," was written by CFA Director of Research Mark Cooper. 

In a society where more and more shopping, trading, job-hunting and communicating took place online, the disconnected were 
increasingly ostracized from e\€ryday activities , Cooper said. 

"E1ieryday some things migrate online and may not be available in the phys ical world ," Cooper told Reuters . 

"Jobs for instance are now start ing to pop up online quickly and disappear before they e1ier get to physical space." 

The report also showed that the disconnected portion of the population, which on a\€rage earns $25,500 per year, was 
depri\€d of moneysaving opportunities such as competiti1ie long-distance telephone plans offered by companies like 
Net2Phone.com or tra1iel and grocery shopping rebates offered by Priceline.com . 

The CFA said the digital divide was not caused by the disconnected population's failure to understand the importance of 
technology but rather by a lack of skills and resources . 

Although the Internet is accessible from public libraries and schools, Cooper stressed it was important "to focus on getting 
these resources into people's homes ." 

Fifty-three percent of the people without Internet access said getting online was too expensi1ie. This is consistent with the 
report 's finding that people in he bottom half of the income distribution are behind in access ing online resources by fi've years . 

The report's findings echo similar studies by the go1iernment and minority nghts groups which ha1ie pinpointed certain sectors 
of U.S. society as lagging behind in heir adoption of the Internet. 

But this conclusion was not shared by the Cato Institute, which dismissed the idea of a digital divide. It argued instead that 
while access to new technology has not spread e1ienly , it will in time. 

Cooper disagreed. "(Cato's) line is 'It's not ha1ie \€rsus ha1ie-not, it's ha1ie-now 1iersus ha1ie-later.' In cyberspace having later is 
a tremendous disadvantage. If you're 5 or 10 years behind you lose the opportunities and you're always down on the learning 
cur\€," Cooper added. 
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